List of approved archiving program names

View a list of approved archiving program names for use when registering shared print commitments.

- ALI-PALNI Shared Print Project
- Big Ten Academic Alliance Shared Print Repository (BTAA SPR)
- CALD Cooperative Collection Management Program
- Central Iowa Collaborative Collections Initiative (CI-CCI)
- ConnectNY Shared Print Trust Program (CNY)
- Consortium of UNC Shared Print (CUSP)
- COPPUL SPAN
- EAST
- Florida Academic Repository (FLARE)
- HathiTrust Shared Print Program
- Ivy Plus Libraries Confederation
- Maine SC
- Michigan Shared Print Initiative (MI-SPI)
- OhioLINK Print Depository Program
- Rosemont Alliance
- SCELC Shared Print
- Scholars Trust
- The Research Collections and Preservation Consortium (ReCAP)
- TRLN Collaborative Print Retention
- UCL Shared Print
Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC)

WEST

WEST Bronze

WEST Gold

WEST Silver